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This report: has been prepared for the Inter"ational Council of voluntary
Ag~ncies (ICVA) by Robin Sharp of th" Int"rnal::l.onal Institute for Environment
and Dcvelop~"nt, London. It constitutes ICVA's submission to th~ International
Conference on the Human Dimension of hfrica's Economic Recovery and Development,
to be held in KhartoullI, Sttdan, from 5 t,\) M.. rch 1988. The opinions expressed
wittdr: do 110t necessarily represent the vi""'" of leVA or. any of its member
agencies.

11om~nclatur.:;) for di fferont Cl'l't'!:.gorics of non-ge-verr..nv:mtal oxqanizatio:ls
(NGOs) varies widely. 'OVerseas' crid '.r.:jr-~ign· i.\ro terms used to d:ascribe
all non-African NGOs, ·..h"th"r frOlll th" Nor.:h or other regions of the South.
r Int~rnational' is used fer this same cat..~gory ;'y :::;Ol"L!(;; SQ\lrcCU, whereas others
apply it more ':'J3.I'ro·",ll' fto nrqanizations with an int~rnaticnal membership or
constitution. Where there is no s"do"" amb:,gtiity, this paper "'allows the
usage i~ source materials.
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• . The L).t~ t\ie~~t.ici..b ,l<:ntury has w~.trlc~.iscd a. l:emarkilblc i.lp~ur,J'~ ox socaa ;
movements ii~d ::.r~u~.it.'Utior.s pj.edqed ,1;'-0 b't'f:l:ak {'';ho snai..:lI:.l€:s of <;07orld r;uvcrty.
Moved cy a lH::t'1 St:i.1B0 G:t if!tcrniJ.tl.o!.\~.~. :;u~tico, and angt'Y or al:Jha::nl-~ at the
d£''OPt'':!lir~9 gulf bctwc~n. rich ana peer t a ciqnL,=lcant cross-e~ctioll of pt:opJ.~

:'n the .ind1.1Rtt·:j.l.:.J,izc~ c~;~r~.... t.t').t.8 11'1,.:) :.Jvt'r t~u:~ l),H~t :;0 Y~dI'!a raLI.icd to oifei-'
help and hn~il;a!l s?li<7.a:":i. ty ~

2" In thQ ~~:OCC:3!J, t.h€:y ha\;~~ h'"oujn c i~"!':':'o exis't~1'tc~ ht~.:{~d'C~~d.s of new
C'rgai1i~,<,,~;icnD t.c wO.7:'k fer pcaco . ja:~t.i.~f;) c-xd t}l~ aa"':il1£ac-::i.0n o:~ basic human
n£"ccs. 'l'h,;:;1':", l.\Gl" ,.~,I£:" ...}l(>f/!<1C:'}t .s·~j'-."L:_CHr huilnir'lg 'On th"J long expcrLence of
misetovu:",ry y:r:-011l;'S i:1 i\fY:lcl:, ftttt:. nthC':l:~' l:CqiO:l5 t;f \.::~e scneh, brought a new
dimcllsicn of f~G'cial C:-::;:l,.,(~r.n 't',:,' ·::.hc; p~:c,;_'1(:t1""i :::Jr. thotJ pOGt-c()lo:'1:i.-,:a.l ~:or'.d.

3 i-I.1.s~.o':i,·:0!12}·, t.h",;. £i::.:"~t i,ntc!',:st ..'Ie ';riE:~:',.·.e!"r.y::·rs in th£: .r~\1'm,n d-t;"l:oclupm...:mt
o.t: th~ pt:oplo of. .Afl~·i. ~a :',\~~r be dated tro70. th·~ advent ()i 1'~uropc~1n miosionariE)s
l.n th~ fifteenth C(,n't1ls:y, l.·h~ r.;:..rli~.~(; ilr::-:L"u'.le, ~~n tr~c wak::~ of th-!:ir. merchant
,~xplo:t'ct"r., worc '.·,~lC ?or·t::!·T~c::·~t... ~ i11~'::-'~~ f.f"ILlow(l':l by the lIrcnC'"h.. the lJutch, the
D!'itiah ar~d th~ G'-::':::i:<,nB ~ 'rnC"l'l,'lj:i ~:":.;J:~.:r.- ir:nu(;t on t:hc contin~mt fo: the next
JGO YC-1.rs ..~l) 0: G':1'1.~~:"J r ~",~~ve·tt".~·I,:"1.';j:ln 1't W-3.G th(; t r (;h::rc~c:j which., with ·Ja1.7i ng
6~gx'>::l'es t,)f c:)J~,~r~.ct.iC~.. ~c.j,dcr.mcd cbe- ~;~. '.~ i',~ 't",:':':i'.de .:....:0'. it developed in tht~

5CVC,il.ttl':ntr. :;"!',.,1 c:"!ghf";f':~I.' ..~~,rt "r:r..t.Q:...~.!.ea. On th~ ol,:hf.:':::- !-':1nd~ theriE: is a body of
Af:c:L:;,gf'. c;r;i.fi.:!.')11 t..oda:,T \::i'd.ct bC'!.i.(~'\"'e6 ~.h~~ rJis;)i!:.r..,;~:t":.e-:"3 h.:-.o. p::~judV:::_:;la o:~lTI.i.lar

to ".:hcs.:- of '.;;~~i co10r~i;:\.~..~.str.: (.:U~d in mcuy C:~"1!1O<';5 !lc:';'i~J'('.~i.y fJU~~),=,.;.·tcd chcm ..

4. l11.tJ~ the p,...~t~.t:to·,1. c-¥ tb!) ..::::.nt,i~\.c::·:' :f':.";! ~.;:..,.(; l.:,:.lf..m:i)il pOvN"f)rLi :tn t~·~e' ni'l.~tE':enth

CCff::'t.UY came L :<:a?iC: l:r'F'7~:h in mtt1:Ji(Hl schoo.l.s. DC~3?iti~ fr~q!.l("t hoatility
frl."')m 't~'1C ,:~ol.oroi:.d. t';:ut~:ori r1c::J, t.hcc:C' l7chcol'1 ga"l'<;. J\f ric:Jns ;,; ~,~·;~S8 'co vrJ·::'3.tional,
iir..~O'~~nrJ.:tr}" 21~!: i r. r=:nm::, cxses hi'11~fjt" c(1;.:ie·:\t.j.vn~ hi tl:D Y(:~l:: 190{), U-;,cz-e wez-e
8, QljO sChOt",b i?l ·NJ.g~~:;·i:l ~;,~,on.;:.

~. O'i/or C.II:; i:..':.'.u;'if.:.n~ h':llf cc.n.:..:ury J E.... r.or·: turn':.::). ini'1&.rc' £:,/ ..rr6 f; k c::d by two
d(;\"":,statin~: ~':.:n·~· " r?-\l':~ '.'J'G ..:1.6. k';,_' iT and th:.~ RU-:jE:(;~qllf.nt }:1::::"'j.Cid cf c~o!'1omic

rl.~c:)Rstt·uc1:i~;.~ :L~ En='.:·';,:- :-:'.H·l t!K' ·JJl.1c:tg.::nc0 fJ:1 ::;rYi::h ~j.<lc~:! (,f th',;;; JI..-i:1 Qntic or
Q. ~~:lW br...:'!~;':::' ~J.' v':)lU:1:t.~)'=) c:r.·=!,"1:'.d..?3.tioiir:; l?in:a";pr; ~ c:.tizcftB L:cnccrI:E'~'<l to rnc.t...ilize
ptililiG h~~lp ::'c;1." t.\:'l,) :·rur~J.\·Y i thc-: h~~:'.-li'lQHS r~x,cl t.hf.· w:;, r. rofugE:c~~, D

6.. 51 >f;:'\e J.9~~Os;, -f.:.A:.<.''.AS·':' [;~::_J, "_ :'cF~:f 1 ~.~~ cu,-:--:bo.t: d.ud .~~~60t.~:t·CCf." ttVDS~: nt:~ and
ind..~t=*:,;-netcn~~ ()rg.~rd-;atiCl.';'S hC-:'::'C: t:lrni.nq '!.:~l~:i:c a1~tf:nt~.on iurth--.::r ;:.ficld.. At
thfl (~,;,.<J. of ;-;h..: u~~':-:),d.oQ! t.:::l';,l. lc~!.c..:.:1"J !l;.::;.·:~:~,;.~b ag,.."!~'1c~r Wuil already allocating-
orc···t:t:.3.rd o!: :b~ n gl"OWi'i~ J~- J:5£'<::.~t tr.., th.lr;;l.:17C am;: ::t:-.lic....· prcj0f.'t.S in A!rica,
including' h('alth prC'gr~!tlr:~~~..:, ~;'•.'~:t::(~-i71') "":iJh,:--:.H.:f:. iUH< c:t":':.!lc.:) tG ~efU9~'f~S and f-amin'D
r{~li ~f ..

7. Th~ 1'Ca): 11760 ~ mark.::L.19 tl~~ i'1c~"'.n..~si~·:.:d G-f pOl,i 'i:ic.:ll indcpcr..d~ncc for much
of Africa~ was a1::::0 a t.~·.rni.;;tg-p~'):iJ·;t ii', ~:h"..: !~"),!.'";:=lf.\Cn. ccunl,--;:rics s pcrc...~ptiol1 of
Af.•:icc;.·~ i!e--iT::lo:--,m~.;nt nt:·,::(;.o, r·t ::';::o~'-;)~J:: the f'.:':f-J,r-l~ ()~,. thl.';~ Ul'!it£.d I-laticns first
Dev(~lopmz;nt, 1):')(":).(1..) f"no '-.:,1: th~ tll;Jcl~l ·lnf.1.n.~Jr.·i:' ial r,:('Ctk':i. PrOT.i .i{t~ngcr Campa.ign
(FFHC) and of. tho l'c'cd e:\1d AS'.r:.cultu:L"~ Grgi:.;j.ni~;,·'t.icm of +.:tn lJ.nJt.~ Na'cionso
SeV't:'o:l nl1t.i;;"'c,,al C'Oim:\;":~c(,:s of t.he: :':"Pi1C in ,~.t.l~ cr:.UJ:f;e Dcc(?me it;.ll-fledgod
rlc/n~gov~!'umt:f1tal (Jzqani.zations t'J.I;'3-(;} I c7':'.:d. the Campnign waG important in
~st.abJ.ishing Co nasi::. fo"":' ':'cl1ahor~ticn "bct:~tlec::~ 90Vlo-')rnm.(.~ts nr..d 5.nde:pendent
aid 'lgc\lcies"
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8. Recognition of the development needs of the new nations. especially in
Africa. provided an impetus for the formation of many new NGOs over the next
20 years. In Canada. for example. the number of such organizations rose from
26 to 127 over this period.

9. AS remarkable as the proliferation of development NGOs since 1960 has
been. in many cases. a rapid evolution in their thinking about the purposes
of developm"nt assistance (now called co-operation) and the appropriate means
of achieving them has occurred. From an early focus on relief and welfare 
assisting the victims of conflict and natural disasters with food aid. medicines
and blankets - the emphasis shifted to longer-term but 'directed' development •••
and then. JIIOre recently. to neW forms of partnership with indigenous groups
stresdn... endogenous growth and sustainability. In the same period. as
development indicators have shown the sub-Saharan countries facing the most
serious spiral of decline. non-governmental agencies have transferred the main
thrust of their aid programmes from Asia to the countries of Africa.

10. The lIpecial skills of NGOs - to mobilize people and resources quickly.
to take risks with innovative schemes. and above all to reach directly to those
IIlOst in need - were> dClllOnstrated in full measure during the African drought
ClllCrgency of 1984-1986. capturing the concern of millions of people in the
North and converting it into life-support progranmles for the most seriously
affected countries. the NGOs' operation was on an unprecedented scale. Though
not concealing their limitations and some notable defects. it highlighted many
of their real strengths as partners in promoting human welfare in Africa.

11. As the immediate crisis receded in 1986, this experience contributed to
a new debate between African and overseas NGOs on the realignment of their
respective roles and future development needs. While generalizations are risky,
given the diversity of non-governmental institutions involved and widely varying
country situations. there arc signs of a recognition on both sides that African
NGOs must progressively become the prime movers of grass-roots development
in their own countries and that, in order to make room for them. their Northern
counterparts will need to reappraise several aspects of the role they now play.

12. Working out the modalities of such a new relationship will require tolerance
and vision. No one should expect it to be easy. But NGOs today are at the
leading edge of the development debate: they are aware that structures and
systems must continuo to change and that the challenge is to manage this change
creatively in ways that will be of most benefit to human development and
well-being_

13. Section B of this paper offers a brief profile of overseas NGOs engaged
in Africa. their objectives. growth in numbers. and the evolution of their
thinking and their programmes over the past 25 years. The operational methods
of the NGOs are considered in Section C. along with the variety of projects
they support and a number of the most commonly cited strengths and weaknesses
of their modus operandi. Section D then examines issues which could have a
determining influence on the future role of overseas NGOs in Africa and concludes
by outlining areas of work where they might best collaborate in dcvcl.oping
human resources an4 improving conditions of life for Africa's people.
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B. ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION

The diversity of the species

14. Even limiting the term "non-governmental organization" to groups active
in development, there is no such thing as a typical NGO. Independent overseas
groups promoting development in Africa come in every imaginable shape and size,
and with just as wide a variety of intellectual or ideological baggage.

15. In the first generation of African statehood they have multiplied from
a handful to a force of hundreds. At the present time, they are pumping
something like SUS one billion a year into thousands of individual projects
and providing most of the resources to sustain Africa' s own development NGOs.
There are parts of the continent where one cannot travel any distance· wi thout
passing vehicles painted with the names or insignia of foreign NGOs. In
communities where they arc active, Africans will speak of "the project" as
a taken-for-granted part of life.

16. Private North American agencies with programmes or projects in Africa
are estimated to number between 300 and 400, while Europe probably has somewhat
moze , The long-est established, in most cases, are missionary organizations
and other church-related groups, which today make up about 40 per cent of the
largest NGOs on both sides of the Atlantic. The most recent of them tend to
be those serving specific sectors or population 9rouPS: the needs of women,
environmental protection, the promotion of small enterprises or appropriate
technology. In between, there is a stratum of broadly based agencies committed
to an integrated approach and able to respond, at the level of community needs,
to most requirements.

17. This pluralism is combined - at" least more often than in official aid
programmes - with a readiness to 'listen to what the people themselves want;
and it has enabled the independent sector to address important aspects of human
development left out of account by the rigidly sectoral programmes of government
departments and international agencies.

From relief to development

18. During tho first United Nations Development Decade; coinciding with the
first decade of freedom from ·colonial "rule in much of· Africa, the exposure
of Northern project staff to the realities of life in· rural Africa brought
about a rapid evolution in their perception of their own role. Analyses such
as Rene Dumont's False Start in Africa 11 also had a seminal influence. The
more percipient NGOs were quick to realize that emergency relief for refugees
or famine victims was alleviating only the symptoms, not the causes of poverty.
A serious response to Africa's needs required longer-term programmes to help
people become self-supporting. .

19. While funding for short-term relief remained almost static in some agency
budgets, support for development projects rose dramatically through the· 19605.
This trend, in fact, was emphasizing 'help for the poorest of the poor' long
before governments and international agencies chimed in with 'poverty-focused
strategies' after Robert McNamara's 1973 report to the World Bank meeting in
Nairobi.
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20. By and large, Northern NGOs accomplished the relief-to-development
transition without undue stress. For those directly involved, the. 109'ic was
clear, it required no fundamental change of purpose, and the donor's overall
control of the sclection and management of projects - albeit in consultation
with the recipients - was not for the time being at issue.

21. The NGO development community had come a long way by the early years of
the second Development Decade (002): but there were bigger changes ahead. When
the first Lome Convention was being negotiated in 1973 to bring the wl)ole of
sub-Saharan Africa into association with the enlarged European Community,
European NGOs still saw their role as essentially apolitical. Few took a
critical interest in the issues at stake. Soon afterwards, however, a number
of factors combined to move them into the area of research and campaigning
on official development policies. Among these were:

(a) A recognition that the potential benef.its
Africa and other parts of the South were frequently
own governments' restrictive policies on aid and trade;

of their programmes in
being negated by their

(b) A broader realization that the combined policies of OECD
if not directly impoverishing the third world, were a principal
on the South's efforts to break out of the poverty trap:

countries,
constraint

(c) Disillusion with the 002 strategy and with its criteria for development
based"on GNP and sectoral growth targets. At this point it became clear to
many that the aims of the NGO communi ty and those of their governments, while
compatible in specific cases, were mogt often asymmetrical and in some instances
mutually antagonistic.

New alliances, new values

22. For some of the same reasons, development researchers who had previously
tended to see their work exclusively as an input to official policy-making
began to look for new alliances. Thus there emerged in the mid-70s a
'development alternatives' movement exploring a radically different paradigm 
one founded on principles of self-reliant, autocentric and ecologically sound
development, directed first and foremost to meeting human needs.

23. A new set of values began to permeate the work of some Northern NGOs,
reflecting the ideas of thinkers such as Palolo Freire, Ivan I1lich and E.F.
Schumacher. Liberation theology, conscicntization and cconomics-as-if-pcoplc
mattered opened new conceptual doors for dealing with the structural injustices
of human need.

24. Development, still defined by many official bilateral and multilateral
agencies as the linear growth of GNP, was coming to be defined by the best
NGOs in terms of human/community development and solidarity. On the ground
in Africa, some groups were by now providing humanitarian aid - medical supplies
and the like - to areas held by liberation movements. In Europe, they formed
the International Coalition for Development Action (ICDA) as a fighting' front
on third world trade issues, and they were somewhat better prepared for the
1977 renegotiation of the Lome Convention.
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25. Euro Action-ACORQ, a consortium of 18 European and Canadian NCOs working
in Africa, commissioned a detailed critique of the terms proposed by the European
Community for renewing the treaty, as a guide for its member agencies and others
in lobbying their governments and the Brussels Commission. y This and other
NCO initiatives urging Europe to concede a more equal partnership with the
ACP States may have had little perceptible impact on the treaty terms. They
nevertheless served notice on Commission officials that there was now an
srticulate lobby - representing a sizeable bloc of public opinion in the member
States - ready to speak up for the interests of the African, Caribbean and
Pacific countries.

'26. The Liaison Committee of Development NGOs to the European Communities
was formally established in 1979 and has since spawned a number of standing
specialist committees: education, food and emergencies, volunteers and
co-financing. It has brought a more consistent monitoring of EEC policies
towards Africa and the rest of the third world. The Liaison Committee considors
that during tho negotiation" for Lome III in 1983/84 it played "an important
role in informing public opinion in Europe and may even have played a small
part in the negotiations themselves".

27. Looking now to an expansion of EEC-NGO co-operation, the European NGOs
believe that one important aim would be to achieve "greater complementarity
in joint actions". Some among th~m, however, arc worried that closer
collaboration with official BEC programmes could prove to be a dangerously
dOUble-edged sword.

28. Through the 1970s many Northern NGOs continued to see themselves as the
'owners' of the small-scale rural projects they were funding in Africa and
elsewhere. The more progressive, on the other hand, were moving towards more
flexible partnership arrangements with indigenous groups, seeking to build
on the latter's strengths and traditions rather than overriding them with foreign
personnel, expertise and technology. They were the first of any aid agencies
to make this transition, and, in doing so, contributed healthily to the demise
of colonial nostalgia in Africa, which tended to disparage native skills and
know-how as somehow inferior to those of the white Western cxport. Giving
back to people this measure of control over their own 11ves went hand in hand
with a new sensc of sclf-respcct and confidence in their cultural traditions.

Eduoation and advocacy

29. The importance of informing and educating the Northern pubLf.c about the
economic and human realitics of underdevelopment in Africa has been increasingly
recognized over the past 15 years by NGOs in Europc and North America. Course
matcrial for schools is now produced by many NGOs, and in some countries efforts
to stimulate debate on development issues in the ncws media have had notable
succcss. In Britain, having extracted a government commitment to air time
for development education on the fourth television channel, a consortium of
70 NGOs formed and funded a television company - the International Broadcasting
Trust - to make it happcn.
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30. In the United States, two major church-related development groups - Bread
for the World and Inter-faith Action for Economic Justice ~have for many years
been engaged in public education and information work. According to a recent
survey, however, only 8 per cent of agencies described development education
as a major focus of their work: one-third said they were doing little or none. 11

31. In the related area of advocacy and public campaigning for international
economic reforms, there arc wide differences between the United States and
European groups. The Public Policy Committee of Inter-Action, a co-ordinating
body of over 100 United States NGOs, has stepped up the tempo of its advocacy
work with member agencies, arranging briefings on policy issues and testimony
before congressional committees. But as one commentator has observed, "much
of the existing' NGO public policy activity tends to be directed toward assuring
more government resources for NGO programmes" Y - wherefore it lacks the
confrontational sting of some of the more effective European campaigns.

32. But there are, of course, significant exceptions. Strong pressure from
a coalition of the United States environmental groups recently led to legislation
by Congress calling on the Horld Bank and regional development' banks to do
more to protect natural environments and indiqenous populations, The World
Bank has since announced a substantial upqrading of its environment department.

33. Within the broad range of their development work overseas, few Northern
NGOs would have difficulty identifying with the main priorities listed by the
United States UGOs in the survey already cited. These were to:

(a) Improve the skills, knowledge and capacity of recipients to solve
problems and manage programmes:

(b) Provide technical assistance and technoloqies to promote economic
and social development,

(c) Build new institutions and networks designed and opera.tedprimarily
by the poor themselves: and

(d) Increase income and employment opportunities for the poor.

C. METHODS, I·IONEY AND MERITS

Operational strategies

34. To many African Governments, outside observers and, not infrequently,
,thelr own supporters, the way that foreign NGOs go about their a.ppointed tasks
at country level can be a source of bewilderment. True, most now work through
counterpart organizations in Africa: villa.ge associations, indiqenous NGOs,
church groups or government departments. The formation of national co-ordinating
bodies of NGOs in several African countries has also helped to brinq some sense
of order and better information exchange. But individual styles of operation
remain as different as night and day.
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35. Identification of projects, for example, may emerge from a process of
dialogue between the organization's own field staff and local or national groups:
it may be the job of a Northern-based project officer on a flying visit: or
it may be simply a written application passed on with the endorsement of an
affiliate in the country concerned.

36. There are those NGOs which can follow a project step by step, having locally
engaged staff available as trouble-shooters if problems arise. At the other
end of the scale are those who rely principally on written reports and annual
project accounts. Equally, some agencies see it as their basic task to elicit
the people' sown· ideas about their problems and help them to formulate an
appropriate response: but others still arrive with something that looks like
a ready-made, do-it-yourself development kit. For complete self-reliance,
it says, all you have to do is follow the instructions.

37. While the working methods of thema jority of NGOs fall somewhere between
these margins, the development· 'package' on offer is still, almost invariably,
a project: that is, a set of activities over a fixed period of 2-5 years designed
to achieve some precise and measurable Objective. Project grants are most
often in the range of $US 10,000 - $200,000 - finance on a human scale - though
some, including the distribution of government-financed food aid in emergencies,
may run to several million dollars.

38. For the donor, the project formula is neat and efficient. it presupposes
a well-defined target (immunize x babies, dig X wells, plant X acres). and
a number of prescribed steps, over two or three years, to reach it. The formula
works less well, and can often be counter-productive, when applied to social
processes where neither the donor nor the implementing agency can predict the
speed of assimilation or change. Partly for this reason, African NGOs have
set their sights on breaking down the project model, which they increasingly
regard as a strait-jacket inhibiting the kind of development they want and
the kind of equal, two-way relationship with NGO donors that is a prerequisite
for it.

Where the money goes

39. In line with their commitm€nt to institution-building and training for
self-reliance, the biggest share of Northern NGO development project support
goes to: (i) social or community development; (ii) health programmes: and (iii)
agriculture. Among the United States NGOs operating in Africa, the most
important categories in the period 1983-1985 were education and water supplies.

40. A graphic summary of the breadth of development co-operation offered by
voluntary agencies is given by Joseph Short in his narrative account of the
United States NGO survey:

"Some provide grants and loans to local groups: others provide food, medical
supplies, clothes, vehicles, solar water pumps or other material aid.
Some provide technical assistance by deploying water engineers or
aqronomists; others send volunteer professionals. Some send teachers;
others train them. Some direct and operate projects primarily with United
States or other expatriate personnel, many work with or support counterpart
groups: some work in close collaboration with governments; others prefer
to work with non-governmental organizations. Some work from the capital
out to thc villagcs; other from the villages towards the capital; and
so on .. " 2/

,------....------....-------------------------------------- -_ -.. I
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The means by which NGOs fulfil their mission. Short concludes. are every bit
as diverse as their ends.

41. Just as important as ~ NGO funds are spent on, however, is where the
money came from in the first place and ~ actually controls the spending.
Money, it must be said, is a source of current unease ;,.D relations between
African NGOs and their Northern partners. The funding relationship between
them. so vital to both. is seen to be perpetuating donor-recipiEmt tensions
and preventing the emergence of a more creative, forward-looking partnership.

42. The funding issue has become complicated by the recent major shift of
Northern governments aid funds to their NGOs through co-financing schemes 
and the awareneSS of African NGO leade.rs that this has changed the terms of
engagement. The NGOs who have chosen to become to a significant degree. handling
agents for official funds suddenly find themselves at risk - their independent
status mortgaged. their probity a little in doubt. and their money in some
cases probably obtainable from the official source direct.

43. The dimensions of the NGO funding problem - and the need for new financial
channels to resolve it - are dealt with more fully in section D.

Impact and effectiveness

44. Serious evaluations of the long-term impact and effectiveness of Northern
NGO programmes in Africa arc still wanting. The agencies thellseives have had
neither the resources nor the incentive to attempt any broad assessment of
the net social costs and benefits of their programmes.

45. Allowing that merits and defects are not quantifiable. it is nonetheless
possible to identify. from the intense debate of recent times. some of the
main entries on each side of the balance sheet. Among the plus-factors. the
following stand out.

A holistic world-view

46. Underpinning their work in Africa. as in other regions, is a concept of
the human condition which embraces its cultural and spiritual dimensions as
well as the social and economic. The best NGO ethos keeps in mind the wholeness
of. people and their living environment, recognizing that the materially poor
may be rich in ways lost to thc wealthy. This world-view yields a markedly
different set of criteria for action from those of national or foreign
governments - criteria in which economic measures are only one element and
will only work as part of a wider process of change.

47. One African commentator puts it in these words. "Although what is generally
termed as Africa's crisis is often considered mainly in terms of Africa's
deterIorating economic condition. it needs to be recoqni=ed that the crisis
is multi-dimensional, and that economic decline and poverty are only an
aspect. §/
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The human dimension

48. Perceiving therns~lvos as intermediaries in an essentially pcoplc-to-pcoplc
relationship, NGOs have .:::lways given primacy to meeting human needs at family
and community levels, with par-t.Lcufaz emphasLs on the non-material dimensLon
of dcveLopn.cnc , Eti..Lop~Ln ~IJGOs believe that in t.hei r dialogue with the European
Community during negotiations for the third Lome Convention they exerted a
positive influence on t:h~ ~.n:::viou.'1:_Y n ar rcw officiaJ. view of relations with
Africa and the other ACP countries.

49. "Incrcasc.d contacts and co-operation with NOOs during chis period have
certainly chanqed the perceptions of development issues in. the European
Community". asserts the I,iaiso'1 Committee of Development NGOs to the European
Communitics~ "Whcrl' it used to be conceived in purely economi,c terms, there
is now a greater emphasis on the individual human being as the central point
in the development process. 11

Partnership and participation

50. Voluntary agencies have been among the first to assert the importance
of working collabcratively and designi~g projects in free and equal consultation
with their sout.hern counterparts. 'llhough perhaps honoured more in the breach
than the observance. the principle that people should have the determining
voice in decisions that affect their lives is a fundamental one, which larger
official development ?rogralilffics eze for the most part unable to follow, if
only for reasons of scale. one of ·011" keys here is to find ways of aiding
people's develop~en~ without creating dependency.

Innovation and the spread o~ id~

51. Progressive NGOs r eeoqn t ae that in addressing the needs of the poorest
and most vulnerable people a sharc~ learning process will draw out their
perception of the changes needed to improve their own well-being. Working
in this way, NGOs arc uniquely placed to contribute to innovative thinking
by the people thcw.:':'"(':'~,;"::i.'" an']' Lh"':J.1 t.o ht.:~p e rens reee it into techniques that
yield more sustainable Iivolihoods. \"Iith many countries of sub-Saharan Africa
seemingly trapped in a spiral of dccLf.ne , self-help strategic. are the only
ones likely to bring hope to the pooceat; , In this co.rtex-c , new approaches
and method.s which PO;)O~J..2 can adopt and sprea.d spontaneously, ·whcther in rural
or urban areas, arc among the most valuable contributions that African and
Northern NGOs working togetber c~n offer. 8/

Reaching where others callnol:

52. Directly or through their African counterparts. Northern NGOs have made
it their job to work witI-. people - often in remote and difficult conditions 
where official development schemes do not reach. Without them, the distribution
of international aid would be even more· skewed than it is against those most
in need.
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Flexibility and rapid response

53. Operational agility - in identifying and adapting to changing conditions
and mObilizing for emergencies - is a key comparative advantage for NGO methods.
As the United Nations Office for Emergency Operations in Africa reported, in
its evaluation of the NGOs' role in the 1984~1986 emergency:

"There is wide agreement that NGOs, especially international and indigenous
organizations already engaged in village-level development activities
in remote areas, can make important contributions to early-warning and
information systems and that NGOs are often able to respond flexibly,
rapidly, effectively and appropriately to urgent needs." 21

BUilding understanding and solidarity

54. In their own countries, Northern NGOs have assumed a leading role in the
formation of pUblic opinion on all aspects of African development and North-South
interdependence. The advancement in pubLi.c support and understanding of the
issues, though leaving much to be done, can be credited in large measure to
these agencies, through their own information materials, through the mass media
or through development education in schools.

Lobbying for reform of international economic relations

55. Overseas NGOs have become forceful campaigners for the rights and interests
of African and other third world people, whose efforts to break out of the
poverty trap arc seen to be vitiated by external forces. They have formed
networks and coalitions, national and international, to press for more equitable
policies in many areas of aid and trade - a role which becomes more vi tal as
it becomes more difficult to sustain in the harsh economic climate of the late
1980s.

56. Turning now to the minus-factors, it can be observed that several of the
negative features ascribed to NGO interventions in Africa are the counterface
of their virtues. In some cases it may be difficult to have one without the
other, but in many there is substantial .acope to offset or eliminate the worst
deficiencies. Ifays of dealing with the issues listed below will be considered
in.section D.

Disorder and dependency

57. If diversity is one of the collective merits of the non-African NGOs,
the other side of the coin is disorder, duplication and interactions rivalry.
Lack of concertation among the myriad foreign NGOs is frequently cited as a
major headache for governments and voluntary groups in Africa, and although
the creation of national NGO councils has helped in some countries, much Ibore
needs to be done to relieve it. This fragmentation, together with the donor
groups' sole control of funding, is blamed for keeping their indig~nous partners
in a dependency relationship. In the mid-1970s, there were already some 250
foreign NGOs operating in 8urkina Faso (then Upper Volta) alone.
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Narrow project focus

58. By confining their support to a limited range of project tasks over a
relatively brief period, aid-giving NGOs keep their partners on a tight rein.
As well as stunting their institutional growth, African NGOs maintain, this
prevents them from relating to community-level groups in an integrated way.

Religio-political tensions

59. A small number of NGOs act as covers for undeclared political or religious
interests. A report to the United Nations Office for Emergency Operations
in Africa highlighted this..!.Q/ Christian NGOs can encounter - and cause
problems in Islamic countries, especially if they have a conservative!
evangelical optic. Wealthy NGOs operating aircraft and radio transmitters
in politically sensitive areas during emergencies can be an embarrassment and
a danger to the whole NGO community.

A lack of transparency

60. The motivation of Northern NGOs as a group has come under question as
more of them begin to derive a significant part of their finance from Northern
government budgets. without some standard procedure for the disclosure of
income sources, institutional background and affiliations, mounting resentment
must be anticipated among African NGOs and their colleagues elsewhere in the
South that they are regularly required to reveal every detail of their work
and yet are seldom accorded the same openness ~n return.

Geographical and sectoral imbalance

61. An optimal distribution of resources according to need would be too much
to expect, with several hundred Northern NGOs in Africa firing off their project
guns in all directions. United states agencies, for example, have more than
three times as many :projects in comfortable Kenya as they do in Zaire, which
is twice as poor and has 50 per cent more people (The European agencies may
or may not be any better in this regard, but they have not produced an equivalent
survey which would permit such comparisons).

62. Sectoral distortions, however, may be of equal or greater concern. NGO
programmes have, for example, given minimal attention to the problems of the
urban poor, relatively little to projects for women and. not much to the vital
issues of natural resource management. Forty-five African and other third
world NGOs, meeting recently in Limuru, Kenya, with their international
counterparts, deplored the 'insignificant' proportion of total aid flows devoted
to improving shelter and tackling 'homelessness, only a tiny share of which
was made available to NGOs.

63. "Governments should· recognize", they declared, "that appropriate support
for individual households and the community-based organizations that they form,
and the NGOswith whom they choose to work in their efforts to improve shelter
and environmental conditions, represents the most innovative and effective
strategy to reverse existing trends". 11/

,-----------------------------------------------
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64. But the aid-giving NGOs will also need a push to redress the cumulative
imbalances of their programmes in Africa.

D. TOWARDS SOMETHING NEW

The search for solidarity

65. The ways in which overseas NGOs can in future best contribute to the
development of human resources in Africa will depend to a large extent on the
designing of new relationships with African NGOs and, new structures to match.
Exactly what these relationships should be, and how to nurture 'them, are
questions which have come to the forefront of discussion in several recent
North-South encounters. If positive answers emerge, the current dialogue could
go a long way to selling the parameters for a more constructive and creaeLve
North-South alliance.

66. New relationships arc critical, for two fairly evident reasons: firstly,
because, our small world will not long survive the stresses imposed on it today
by a h~edless exploitation of people and resources and by extreme manifestations
of power and powerlessness I and secondly, because many aspects of the present
'partnership' are inherently unequal and in the long run unsustainable.

67. Ten years ago, at the time of the ill-fated North-South dialogue, NGOs
of the North were berating their own governments for refusing to accede to
the third world's demand for a new international economic order. At issue
was the case for a basic restructuring Of the global economy, which, among
other things, sought to provide for automatic transfers of finance for
development.

68. Something not altogether dissimilar is now being sought from those same
NGOs by their own, Southern partners. It is not yet clear whether more than
a few of them have got the message, but the debate has begun to acquire a
momentum of its own. It is recognized, for example, that Africaq NGO leaders
are increasingly unhappy with Northern NGO patterns of project "control and
funding, which are seen as obstructing their development and inconsistent with
the principles of self-reliance. Forward-looking Northern agencies can already
see much to be gained from a freer and more interactive relationship with African
NGOs.

69. Specifically in terms of relationships, the search for a new solidarity
between African and Northern NGOs is seen to call for:

(a) A new rapport or compact between the two sides, detached as much
as possible from project funding and based on a complementarity of skills to
address the whole panorama of development obstacles, North and South. This
sharing of responsibilities should find expression in new national, regional
and North-South networks, and the strengthening of those already operational
to enable them to extend their work in Africa:
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(b) A review of the whole aid process and relations between Northern
NGOs and their governments. There is good reason to underline a warning issued
several years ago by the former Dutch !Iinister of Development Co-operation,
Jan Pronk, when he said: "The corruption of NGOs will be the political game
of the years ahead - and it is already being played today."; 1lf

(c) A departure from the 2-S-year project
input approach (dams. wells, hardware, seeds,
African groups to usc as they sec fit.

framework and from the physical
etc.) to straight grants for

70. In terms of structures, various commentators have suggested clements of
a new framework for the next phase of North-South NGO co-operation. These
include,

(a) An interregional mechanism for co-ordination of NGO activities, which
could be charged with supervision of:

(i) A Code of Conduct regulating interventions by international NGOs
and setting guidelines for the work of agencies in each region in
order to fulfil their mutual responsibilities. The successful
operation of such a Code might in due course' lead to the formulation
of a co-ordinated plan of action by NGOs world-wide:

(ii) New and strengthened NGO infrastructures in Africa and other regions
of the South, with arm's-length financial support from their Northern
partners" in order to concext; programmes at national level, permit
constructive working relationships with governments and stimulate
the kind of South-South networking which Northern NGOs have found
increasingly vital for effective work among themselves;

(iii) A Norld NGO Fund to support the role of third-world-based NGOs as
guarantors of and advisers on the projects chosen and defined by
community-based organizations;

(iv) New or more effective co-ordinating centres for NGOs in the North
to assist these agencies in fulfilling their part of the new NGO
compact. especially in the fields of education, policy research,
public advocacy, and promotion of a broader coalition for change
including non-development NGOs.

71. This is a formidable agenda. which has begun to take shape over the past
18 months in a largely unplanned series of meetings immediately before and
since the thirteenth special session of the United Nations General Assembly.
The following review of themes and ,issues arising from this dialogue leads
to an examination of the most evident obstacles to progress and thence to some
priorities for future co-operation.

Beyond the special session

72. The special session of the United Nations General Assembly in flay 1986
provided an opportune moment to review NGO contributions to African development
in the wake of the drought emergency. Most observers felt that the NGO
community, both indigenous and foreign, had acquitted itself well, carrying
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the burden for aid distribution and having to make big
with the immediate cr~S1S over, there were longcr-t€rm
Northern NGOs' role in Africa, waiting to be asked.

73. Uany of the issues were explored at a •strategy workshop' organized by
the United Nations Non-governmental Liaison Service and co-sponsored by the
International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA) and the International
Coalition for Development Action (ICDA) in Geneva in November 1985. Bringing
together leading representatives of African and international NGOs, the workshop
was designEld to prepare for their participation in the special session and
for this purpose to conduct a wide-ranging and critical analysis of NGO
achievements, with a view to identifying future priorities.

74. Recommendations from the Conference's working groups highlighted, inter
~, the importance of strengthening the information and communications oapacity
of Southern NGOs, the need to support independent African research and
bridge-building information activities between North and South. One group
suggested drawing up a code of ethics on NGO fund-raising and setting a target
of 10 per cent of individual NGO resources to be devoted to development
education. .!lI

75. Also prior to the special session, a consortium of Christian aq~ncics 
the Churches' Drought Action in Africa (CDAA)* - published a key report setting
out its commitment. The report declared that "in accordanec with thE:l African
philosophy of maintaining an equilibrium between human beings and their
environment, the churches and governments in Africa should analyse the causes
of poverty, make the African people aware of this and provide means to enable
them to overcome poverty .nnd underdevelopment".

76. "The churches in Africa, CDAA said, should "animate, co-ordinate and educate
people in order that they may act on their own behalf". For Christian
communities in the rest of the world, it added, the principal challenge was
to pursue development education "whi cb will conscd encd ac people in such a way
that pressure can be put on governments in the North, the transnational
corporations and other powerful institutions to cease their misuse of the world's
natural and human resources uniquely for their own cndsll~ ll!

77. At the special session itself, African and international NGOs held their
own forum in parallel with the official conference, and drafted their own
Declaration. l2f Their spokesman also addressed the General Assembly.

• Comprising the toJorld Council of Churches,
Caritas Internationalis, Catholic Relief Services
Co-operation for Development and Solidarity).

Lutheran World Federation,.
and CIDSE (International
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78. In its recommendations directed specifically to Northern and international
NGOs, the Declaration encouraged them to continue influencing their governments
to adopt more democratic, humane and egalitarian policies in Africa~ to recognize
the linkages between the policies of their governments and other institutions
which adversely affect the quality of life and the political and economic
independence of African countrics~ to adopt a more consistent approach in
influencing their governments' monetary, trade and fiscal policies, and to
resist being used by Northern governments in the furtherance of narrow,
short-term interests.

79. The Declaration also urged Northern and International NGOs to make long-term
commitments to sustainable development in Africa, to ensure that their own
internal structures were democratic, and to support the institutional growth
of autonomous NGOs at national level in the third world, reorienting their
own activities to concentrate increasingly on deveLopmcnt; education, advocacy,
fund-raising and facilitating information flows. Northern and International
NGOs, it went on, should not compete with their African counterparts in the
implementation of projects but play a supportive role; and they should avoid
sending in overseas project staff when appropriate personnel were locally
available.

80. Among issues raised in the 1?lenary sessions of the NGO Forum, one widely
recognized, was the importance of strengthening both African NGO networks and
the participation of African groups in international networks.

81. Only a week after the special ses£ion, another invitation brought Northern
NGOs and their governments and some Afri-::an NGO representatives together in
Paris - this time for a meeting of the DECD Development Assistance Committee
to consider 'The Role of NGOs in Agricultural and Rural Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa'. Some Northern NGDs stressed to the Committee that they
were anxious to obtain increased official funding, both to support worthwhile
projects and to increase their effectiveness in respect of monitoring and
evaluation, feasibility studies and action-oriented research.

82. The Committee noted a need for new forms of partnership between official
and non-governmental institutions to support local initiatives, the Solidarite
Canada-Sahel programme being cited as one positive example. The meeting
recognized that new forms of financing were emerging and that the issue of
direct funding to African NGOs was likely to become more pressing in the future.
At' the end of the session, the Chairman of the DAC took it as livery positive"
that a broad spectrum of the NCO community - Nc,rth and South - now wanted to
be part of the development policy dia1rygue. 16/

83. Later in the year, a detailed survey of the role of NGOs in the drought
emergency made it a prime r ccommcndat.Lon tha·~ "donor NGOs should strive to
support, service and assist in funding the: overhead costs of indigenous NGOs",
adding that "institution-building in Africa is one key to a better future·.
This report to the United Nations Office for Emergency Operations in Africa
also underlined the African NGOs' need for long-term financial support, training
and help in developing local funding sources. l1/
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84. The next important occasion for substantive dialogue on the respective
roles and development priorities of African and Northern NGOs was a symposium
convened in London in March 1987 by the journal rlorldPevelopment and the
OVerseas Development Institute. llore than 100 development professionals
attended, including 14 from African NGOs.

85. In marked contrast with the DAC meeting, symposium participants from both
North and South expressed concern about the consequences of accepting funds
from governments. Although such contributions were increasing in scope and
magnitude, it was generally held that they could compromise an NGO and pose
a serious threat to its integrity, autonomy and advocacy role. If forced to
accept the development agenda of their funders, NGOs would then "run the risk
of becoming yet another system of aid managers and disbursers rather than
development agents in their own right", ~

86. Though financial transfers to Southern NGOs remained crucial, the symposium
partic~pants saw information and technical and organizational skills as
increasingly important resources for the future.

87. There was genera1 acceptance that NGOs had an obligation to assert their
own vision of .development, and discussion "repeated1y returned to the issue
of empowerment as the bottom line of the development process",

88. African and other Southern NGOs stressed that development in their own
countries was their responsibility. This necessitated a new basis for
relationships with their Northern counterparts: an equal partnership providing
for mutual respece and accountability, better cOl11lDunication and a continuing
dialogue. In this conzcxc , it was a.y~ccd ccat; NGO uetworks have an important
role in strengthening both South-South and North-South co-operation. Networks
should have three major functions - to provide a voice for their members, a
clearing house for information and a forum for discussion of common issues
and problems,

89. As the debate then moved to Dakar in May/June 1987 for the first major
regional gathering of African NGOs, followed by a further encounter with their
Northern .and international colleagues, agencies and individuals on both sides
were looking for concrete ways to structure the changes on which there appeared
to be broad agreement in principle.

Overcoming the obstacles

90. The range of problems adduced by both African and Northern NGO
representatives in these recent meetings can be seen as falling into two broad
categories. At one level there are practical, organizational issues: needs
for better information exchange. programme versus project funding, and clearer
and more reciprocal accountability, .At another, the problems arc less definable
enea of anxiety ll"/hat do they expect of us?), mistrust (What arc their real
motives?) and resentment (They want it all their own way!).
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91. But in a sense all these obstacles are symptoms of one underlying problem:
a basic dysfunction of the development paradigm within which NGOs have to work.
Whether indigenous or from overseas, they find themselves trying to evolve
a co-operative partnership within what is fundamentally an assistential model
of North-South relations.

92. A first question, therefore, is whether NGOs can apply any of the leverage
they have acquired in recent times to begin to transform the aspects of that
lUOdel that affect them. The best would be to find a level which 'holds out
the possibility of accomplishing several related changes: to create automatic
transfers to Southern NGOs, to build new co-ordinating bodies at national level
in Africa, to reduce the overall level of Northern NGOs' dependency on government
funding, and to allocate a larger proportion of official co-financing budgets
to development education and pUblic information in the North.

93. What follows is an examination of one element in the package, which could
provide that lever - namely, the escalation of official investment in Northern
NCOs.

94. There was a time when Northern NGOs in Africa could say to people in the
village: "All the help we bring is a gift from ordinary people in our country
who want to give a helping hand - spontaneously given, with no strings, no
ulterior motives". But that picture has changed, and with it the perception
of donor NGOs by their African partners and governments.

95. In the 10 years to 1983, aid funds channelled to Northern NGOs from
governments and other official sources tripled to more than Sl billion. W
They now account for over one-rt.mzo ot the total NGO resources. In 1984, no
less than 60 per cent of assistance to A=rica by united States' NGOs was provided
from official sources, in t!:c form of f c od e.Ld ($220 million) and grants ($50
million I. lQI

96. In Europe and North America, some NGOs conscious that substantial official
funding could upset their organizational ethos and ,motivation, have refused
co-financing grants or placed strict ceilings on the percentage of their total
income they will accept from such 'sources , On t.he other hand, morc than half
the annual budgets of several of the largest United States NGOs are underwritten
by the United States Government; and among the spate of new organizations which
have sprung up in recent years, there are some whose establishment was based
on assumptions of access to pUblic funding.

97. This changing face of the 'voluntary sector' has undoubtedly extended
the range and impact of NGO interventions in Africa. The agencies handling
public mone)' may be conscious of the risks to their freedom and the problems
of conforming to bureaucratic procedures for accounting and evaluation; but
on balance they regard these factors as more 'than offset by the opportunity
to acquire resources which in their view would otherwise be less well spent
(if spent at all) on inappropriate, large-scale schemes yielding little benefit
to the poor.

,
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98. In the rush to take advantage of these
NGOs may have given Lnadequace att~!ltion

one long-term - which stand to di;,~inish

development in Africa.

budget lines, however,
to two factors - one
their credibility as

some Northern
immediate and
partners for

99. Whexeas in the past recipients of NGO aid were usually too polite or too
trusting to ask questions about the source of donor agency funds, the new African
agencies, with a highly cciucatcd Lendezsh Lp of ton trained in the North, have
no such scruples. Indeed, they arc well aware of the geopolitical designs
underpinning the foreign policies of industrialized nations, east and west;
and they are familiar with the well documented cases of foreign aid being used
to serve those designs.

100. The result is an aura of mistrust which permeates not just the
officially-funded segment of an agency's programme but everything else as well.
"Is this agency offering us a bona fide partnership or is there a hidden agenda?
Are they, knowingly or oth"rwise, being manipUlated by political or economic
forces and thus reducing us to pawns in a game between the rich?" And even
when answers arc forthcoming, which ones are to be believed?

101. One African NGO leader has no illusions about the overall political context:
"Indigenous NGOs... have to be constantly aware that "hey are fighting against
an internationally well organized system of domination and exploitation".

102. Apart from misgivings of this kind, indigenous NGOs have found on a more
practical level that their Northern partners, in agreeing co-financing contracts
with their home government, have sometimes accepted - and therefore been obliged
to pass on - far more stringent reporting and accounting requirements than
they themselves could have negotiated directly with the same government.

103. Acceptance of government funding means that the cost of overheads and
field staff is absorbed by NGOs in the North, rather than, as might otherwise
be the case, by the recipient countries. Assuming a moderate allowance for
overhead costs and for field supervision of projects, these agencies 1 expenses
may well add up to D8t\vC£;n $50 million and S100 million Q year that African
countries are not receiving, except in some measure indirectly_

104. So where is this large and increasing shift of resources to the
non-government sector likely to lead? Ever onward and upward, with the Northern
groups becoming ever more closely identified with the policies and priorities
of the official agencies backing them? Or will the bubble burst - perhaps
when the'NGO middlemen find they can no longer fulfil their part of the bargain,
either due to loss of public support at home or loss of co-operation from their
A£rican partners?

105. These questions hav~ not
of current trends is likely to
for options which would make it
aid to their advantage.

had much attention,
prove divisive, NGOs
possible to turn the

ryut since a continuation
are now beginning to look
•privatization , of foreign
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and at the same time provide automatic transfers to national NGO councils or
committees in Africa, ('.iad contain,'S;a in at". ~:.i.rJ.icr version of this paper and
preserrced to 1..:11(' i'-'.t;';'~i·nf..:.ti'.};jC1.i. ,:,;c-J;f<~rr.;l~c::- 'Ii l'lGOs a i, rJakar in June. The

proposal, endorsed by the confe rcnoe , calls on N"rth~l'n NGOs to negotiate with
their of f i c Ln L G. .... ~i::.,..r!.., ;'0_' "_ ~~';'::(j'Jt"'.::-:....'.~~.;.-, r.:,::.:,;:r.~;:;. ..'lL~ i"iS" of: the co--financc funds
they now rE.:ccivc to na~ioJ.~a.~. NGG councd Ls :i.n the South. It was recommended
that the now Forum of ]\~t":i:':';),n v,'::luiY''':d::'j D~~r~!()::'J"l"'ent_ orqanLaat.Lons (FAVDO) should
identify one or more Afr:?_cCi.!.1 coun cr i.e.s wherr. a n~~11 fur~ding mechanism of this
kind could b~ t~s~ca on a pilot bu~iso ;ll

le7. With all questions 0£ funding, hrn~~v~L' gees the thorny problem of
accountability, ~'lhich in turI'" is link~d ·~...ith t.ne c:d_t~ria for project evaluation.
A number of Northern ag,:::'r~.::i2s c..re ~ympa·i.:hcl:.it.: ;';0 African ~GO demands for less
rigid and narrcw r equ.i r en.cntis , 'fherl'':: is SOII;~ ag.c~f;mCat in principle that NGOs
should be accountable to ":he r~::ipi~:Jt.R of aid as well as 1:0 t.he donors, and
that the traditional tools o:z. ~"Ta.:'..uation - bc_?co. "'n quantifiable results
arc incapable of measuring ·::11C lilOSt. vitel pr-oces ses of change: in values,
attitudes and the ovc.ra I L cffnctiv~nc~r- of local organiza-tions ~ Against this,
other Northern NG0s - ano some c.f t.hc ('lffic5.c~J aqenc i e s fundiny them - consider-.
that increascd suppcz-c to S;)uthcrr: yro'J.p'; :-;arr:i.8s with ita requirement for
.!!!2!:£. systematic evaluation aiJ.:!. 6..::·~ ..n"11;:.in9 ~ ':'hE.: .i s aue is not simply one of
confidcncc or goodwill, since moa t nort~crn 1Toluntary organizations have both
moral and legal ohliga:t5.ons to demonstrate th3.t the fU~l(iS entrusted to them
have been pzop-er Ly spent. !'!~:::~E:: pro:::"J.~m~ ('X':.st c::: can be foreseen, Northcrn
NGOs should Ln i.cLa t e discusf'.i,:,:.is ~"";.i::J tl-.c c.f.'propri~t~ !'8gu.latory bodies with
a view to agreci:lg 0:1 mere f l\:.'·~ih:c C!'~ "':01-::',:1 r c-or:.si.~ten"': with changinq needs
and relationships~

Agenda for th" ft,':",.C

108. Fr(Jill the forcgf'\~n1 suzvoy and r ml.1r.:::: par.tj cul a r Ly , f r cm the numer-ous recent
analyses of t.ne role of N"GO:::-: -,Xl hfL:~:.~..... , .Vl.. i~: f<:,;s...;ih:i.:: tv c;cmpile a check-list
of key areas of future ac:tio:1 fe:: ovcr~;E'-~.s NG05 in contributing to human
deveLooment; 7n 1\fri.;;.:" ~ .'~;n,-~r.'~- -1':1-:: ~'.;.;;;"A. ~;I"~o~t_an~:. .t.v etns on r.he aqende should
be,

(a) Activi ticn d~signcd to X")J.~~~.:-~ dJ~ c~ ..t.::rnal constraints on the
s~lf-dcvt)lopment of t;H~ Al.£.l.C:<.:.ll p ccp.Lc , i~.l 0::G.C}: to 9i,,~e t.hem the economic,
social and -cu l t.ur a I space to d.esign their 0'.:,::'1 futures. In practice, this means
giving prigacy to efforts for the E~lorm of intcrDatio~~~ and development
finance. It ca:ls for more conc~rtcd ~~~orncht cduce.ti~n, advocacy and media
~ by Northern NG03,. us.liJ.q -cnoir ccll£'ct.ivE:l strength to change the terms
of North-South €.r-.gag~met'!.t 0:1 i a sues such as tr r:(:~ p:;..~c<:-_::ct:.~I:isrn and international
debt.. It e.lao entails rnonitorirlq intc!"national commitments to African

._~--_...._ ..._--_. -
development, in ordcl· to a s ses s and l'uYLicizc the performance of both
multilateral and bilateral agencies;

'!!' 'I
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(bl Combined efforts by Northern, African and other Southern NGOs to
alert world opinion to macro~policy issues affecting' all countries, e.g. natural
resource depletion, energy futures, North-South employ~ent trade-offs.
environmental pollution. In this context, Northern NGOs should be expected
to forge alliances with wider social movements campaigning on global security,
human rights, consumer issues and the role of women, in order to address as
broadly as possible the issues of sustainable development, as posed in the
report of the World Commission on Environment and Development. 22/

(c l Promoting closer' ties between development research and NGO action,
both within Africa and internationally. Stronger working relationships need
to be established, between Northern and African research institutes and between
the latter and the indigenous NGOs. This is needed to ensure three things:
(i) that research to Africa undertaken by Northern agencies is freely available
to their African counterparts and not merely harvested and sold as an export
crop; (ii l that African researchers arc enab.Led to contribute in practical
ways to community-level develooment work in their own country/region: and
(iii) that the experience of NGO development workers (on what works and what
docs not) is transmitted to the" research community as guidance for future
planning. In this area also, Northern NGOs should be supporting their African
counterparts in acquiring their own skills in research and information-gathering,
to be able to evaluate more effectively their interventions and to enhance
their status and influence as interlocutors with their own government or foreign
aqencies;

Cd) Networking and information exchange at various levels. Overseas
NGOs can have an important role in providing conduits for information flows
to, from and among African groups. \~hereas bilateral information flows can
be divisive (because some get a lot, others little), horizontal networking
can pzovLde a common knowledge-base on which to build regional co-operation
among NGOs. Sectoral NGO networks, which have had considerable impact at
international level (e.g. Pesticides Action lletwork, Health Action International)
should be s~rious'ly considered as a model for regional collaboration among
African liGos' which Northern agencies could support. One such network already
operational is the African NGOs Environment llctwork (ANEN), based in Nairobi.
Others could be valuable, perhaps initially at subregional level, in such fields
as food security, rural energy and drought survival strategies. One primary
purpose of Northern NGOs' involvement in African networking must be to help
strengthen the institutional capacity of indigenous ncos and to define and
carry through their own policies and programmes, thus reducing their dependence
on foreign technical and tied financial resources.

ee) Training as part of a two-way learning process. On one side, Northern
groups need to take advantage of the human resources that African NGOs can
offer to authenticate and enrich their educational and advocacy work in their
own constituencies. Through South-to-North visits and consultative arrangements,
African NGO personnel can add an important dimension to NGO policy planning,
public information work and contacts with official aid agencies. In one example
of this, the African Peace Committee - a United States coalition of NGOs and
religious organizations - arranged a tour for 18 speakers, half of them Africans,
to address groups in 30 American cities on the links between hunger and war
in Africa. On the other side, Northern NGOs can have a vital role in assisting
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with the provision of training for African NGO staff. The requirements arc
varied, needing to cover management as well as technical skills, and with courses
tailored for women and men equally. Contrary to some past practice, training
should be to the maximum extent within Africa, and given the language barriers
to intra-regional communication between NGOs, special attention may be required
for overcoming this.

109. In terms of~~ctoral programming and information work, there is a
recognized need for Northern NGOs to focus a greater proportion of their efforts
on the environmental aspects of sustainable development, W as well as on
the advancement of women and the relatively neglected problems of rapid
urbanization. As African groups acquire a greater say in the allocation of
total NCO resources in their own countries, it will be increasingly important
for them to ensUre that due weight is given to these and other concerns.

110. In identifying these areas for future co-operation by overseas NGOs,
it is taken for granted that community development, health programmes and
agriculture will continue to be the main focus of their work. The challenge
of the new agenda for North-South NGO relationships lies not 80 much in what
is being done at project level but very much more in the contextual ques~ions:

how? and by whom?

Conclusion

Ill. Overseas NGOs have made a significant contribution to human well-being
and development in Africa in the first generation of the continent' s political
independence. But the second generation, now under way, poses a new challenge.
Among the most positive aspects of the role played by Northern NGOs has been
their encouragement and support for the growth of indigenous non-governmental
groups, now increasingly able and determined to take over the lead role in
promoting their people's development.

112. . An intense debate is therefore now in progress to define the appropriate
objectives, organizational structures and working methods for foreign NGOs
in a supporting role - and, going beyond this, to find a solid base for
partnership between NGOs of all regions, in order that they may pursue together
the changes required for justice in a sustainable world.

113. The outcome of this debate will have a determining influence on both
the form and the substance of the overseas NGOs' work in the future. It may
result in their presence in Africa becoming less visible. If, however, their
technical, organizational and communication skills can be brought to bear in
support of Africa' sown NGO movement, their contribution will be no less and
perhaps more valuable than hitherto.

114. The transfer of power to African NGOs
is now encumbent on their Northern partners
is much more advanced, arrangements arc in
resources and infrastructural support.

is the
to sec
place

first critical step. It
that before the process

to secure them adequate

115. If governments,. particularly in the North, arc now looking to the NGO
sector for answers to the development puzzle which have eluded them, it is
perhaps in tl1is domain of new relationships, more than any other, that the
NGOs may hope to contribute to a reorientation of development strategies in
the 1990s.

Ii ,. I
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